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What the heck happened to Speaker Mike Johnson? When he first emerged as the speaker after McCarthy was ousted, he was hailed as a “MAGA”
hero. Many thought we finally had someone at the helm who truly had our best interests at heart. Boy, were we wrong.

In a shockingly short period of time, Speaker Johnson went from a MAGA hopeful to a Deep State stooge. This drastic change has many people asking:
Was he always a snake in the grass, or did they manage to blackmail him into becoming their dutiful little puppet? Well, it’s likely a very complex issue
with many layers, but one thing seems clear: Speaker Johnson likely fell victim to a very coordinated CIA plot. This strategy is often used against our
government officials to ensure they toe the line with the uni-party regime. The more we uncover and discuss, the more we realize just how deep these
tactics go into manipulating our leaders. The good news is that this topic is gaining traction, with influential voices like conservative cartoonist legend
Scott Adams chiming in. We appreciate how Scott Adams has brilliantly managed to break down what the CIA is doing into simple layman’s terms. It’s
refreshing and enlightening to have such complex issues made accessible and understandable for everyone quickly. Scott took to X and, in just about
five sentences, he summed up decades of CIA covert operations against our lawmakers and the American people.

Scott Adams:

If I correctly understand our system of government, when a president or leader in the Congress gets into office, someone in the CIA pulls
them aside for “the talk” and completely changes their priorities.

The public is then told the leaders now have secret knowledge the public can never know.

But the leader has no way of knowing the “secret” information is true and in context.

That puts the secret-keepers in firm control of the government’s big decisions. If the secret-keepers agree with a government policy, they
stay out of it. If they disagree with a policy, they say the UFOs will attack — or some other unverifiable thing — and by the way, we have
recordings of every phone call you ever made, and scare the leaders into compliance.

Right in front of us. None of this is secret.
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Scott Adams
@ScottAdamsSays · Follow

If I correctly understand our system of government, 
when a president or leader in the Congress gets into 
office, someone in the CIA pulls them aside for "the 
talk" and completely changes their priorities.

The public is then told the leaders now have secret 
knowledge the public… Show more
8:22 AM · Apr 13, 2024
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Read 1.7K replies

Revolver helped to kickstart the discussion about “Congressional capture” after coming across a tweet from Edward Snowden. He described what’s
happening with Speaker Johnson as a “textbook case of Congressional capture.” Since then, it’s become a hot topic of conversation, and that’s definitely
a good thing. It’s crucial we shine a light on these shadowy intel dealings and bring these covert manipulations against “we the people” into public view.

Edward Snowden
@Snowden · Follow

This is a textbook case of Congressional capture. 
With a single briefing, the intelligence agencies 
routinely transform their most strident critics into 
the tamest of cheerleaders.

Haley Talbot @haleytalbotcnn
Speaker Mike Johnson elaborates on his FISA flip flop from when 
he was a rank and file member of the House, explaining that after 
receiving classified briefings he has a “different perspective.”

11:15 AM · Apr 11, 2024
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Read 655 replies
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Revolver:

Obviously, there’s a big change happening. Johnson entered the DC Swamp roaring like a MAGA lion and emerged whispering like an
establishment RINO. The transformation is so obvious, it’s impossible to miss. Here’s Johnson alongside former Speaker and noted RINO
turncoat Paul Ryan. Truly, a picture worth a million unthinkable words.

So, what exactly is “Congressional capture” that Snowden speaks of, and how does it work? Well, it’s simple in theory but can be quite
complex in practice, shaping itself around each politician.

In short, “Congressional capture” is when lawmakers or legislative bodies fall under the heavy influence of outside interests, like big
corporations, special interest groups, or US intel. These influences ensure that their agendas take precedence over the public’s needs. In
simple terms, this means certain policies or laws that favor these groups are advanced, while criticism or resistance is quietly suppressed.
Suddenly, their most ferocious critics become their biggest cheerleaders.

RELATED: Edward Snowden believes Speaker Johnson is showing textbook signs of “Congressional Capture”…

Recently, War Room’s Steve Bannon also called out Johnson for how quickly he got captured. It only took the Deep State three briefings to flip him
over to their side.

Bannon agrees: All it took to fully ‘CAPTURE’ Speaker Johnson was three measly Deep State briefings…
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Sadly, our government has established numerous layers and sources of control aimed at capturing our elected officials. This is what happens when the
Deep State captures a Republican.

Sean Davis
@seanmdav · Follow

Mike Johnson once again passes a terrible bill with 
more Democrat votes than Republican votes. He’s 
one of the most effective speakers Democrats have 
ever had. It’s no wonder Joe Biden and Chuck 
Schumer love him.

11:41 AM · Apr 19, 2024

3.5K Reply Share

Read 147 replies

But the situation goes even deeper than that. American citizens are also caught in their own sort of “capture” program, bombarded by massive amounts
of regime-approved propaganda. The bottom line is that our government is diseased and beyond any “quick” fix.

It really makes you think, doesn’t it?
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Justin Truedope

see more

Reply

− ⚑

4 days ago  edited

⛺

 63  0

Laura Gilles Lilovich  

Reply

− ⚑> Justin Truedope

3 days ago

It's the messaging that gets them killed. One thing I learned early is to never tell the enemy
what you're going to do. Trump made the same mistake. Do it �rst & swiftly so they never
see you coming. But, I'm old and no one under 60 ever listens to wisdom.

 94  0

Starlord  − ⚑> Laura Gilles Lilovich

3 days ago

I’m 66 , and agree. Never telegraph your intentions to your adversaries. Which
makes me wonder if Johnson was a CIA op from the start - in other words, it was
a planned coupe from the start to outsmart the freedom caucus
The nonchalant , unrepentant attitude from Johnson has a suspiciously familiar
smell
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smell
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juliathemechanic  

Reply

− ⚑> Starlord

3 days ago

Whenever I hear the words “he’s a boyscout” - as I heard many times
about both James Comey and Mike Johnson, I think, he’s a rat.

 22  0

Ghost  

Reply

− ⚑> juliathemechanic

2 days ago

Et tu Pence?

 6  0

rj  

Reply

− ⚑> juliathemechanic

2 days ago  edited
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 1  1

Westcoastdeplorable  

Reply

− ⚑> juliathemechanic

2 days ago  edited

Julia, in D.C. they're ALL rats!

 0  0

Robert Keeney  

Reply

− ⚑> Starlord

3 days ago

I'm 80, and also agree.

 8  0

mehitable  

Reply

− ⚑> Starlord

3 days ago

Johnson was de�nitely part of their plan - a willing part. He hated JFK
and he convened the Warren Commission with all these stooges,
including future POTUS, Gerald Ford (which is undoubtedly why Ford
was put in as VP with Nixon). They all knew this was going to happen,
probably Nixon too.

 5  0

Patriotnowandforever  

Reply

− ⚑> mehitable

2 days ago

Yes, the Kennedys had many enemies. These included; the CIA, Ma�a,
Cuba, Russia, FBI, and LBJ. The Secret Service wasn't lily-pure either.
JFK was heading America toward policies of more peaceful
international cooperation, and his enemies weren't having any of it. And
if people think politically-related assassinations don't happen in
America, they are totally naive.

 4  0

DeathMerchant  − ⚑> Patriotnowandforever

2 days ago

Well, they haven't happened in a while. It's almost as if the "sicarios"
have all retired. With all of the political hatred �ying around, you'd think
there would be a whacko or two who would make attempts.
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Reply 0  0

Robert Anderson  

Reply

− ⚑> mehitable

a day ago

Flying back from Dallas, there were two planes - the plane with
Kennedy's body, and the plane for the Lyndon Johnson supporters who
were all excited about taking power. The Johnson plane was disgusting.

 2  0

chicagofred  

Reply

− ⚑> Robert Anderson

a day ago

There's a picture of Johnson being sworn in on the plane where he
smiles at his closest advisor and the guy winks back!!!
Very disturbing

 1  0

Ghillie Dhu  

Reply

− ⚑> mehitable

2 days ago

Ford was a Warren Commission member and an insider too! When
Nixon told the wrong person (as I recall head of the CIA at the time) he
knew what happened to Kennedy they invented Watergate to drive him
out making room for Ford.

 1  0

eazy_e_were_you_ever  

Reply

− ⚑> mehitable

2 days ago

LBJ’s mistress famously alleged she was at meeting in Dallas with
Nixon, LBJ, oil tycoons (another party with a bone to pick), Hoover &
other intelligence types, etc. the night before or a few nights before it
went down.

 1  0

Jas  

Reply

− ⚑> eazy_e_were_you_ever

2 days ago

Yeppers, their was many groups who wanted him gone. If you want to
believe Fetzer there was 8 snipers there that day. Everybody had a guy
there.
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Ghillie Dhu  

Reply

− ⚑> Jas

2 days ago

I don't know how many snipers, but I know enough about �rearms to
say there was more than one and Oswald probably didn't even count.

 2  0

Ghost  

Reply

− ⚑> Starlord

2 days ago

wasn't it kind'a strange how easily he was elected Speaker? especially
after Jordan, Biggs, Donalds and others were dispatched? hmmm?!

If I recall, the House GOP was UNANIMOUS in electing Johnson - most
of us had never heard of him. Recall how happy Elise Stafanik was at
the election press conference. Ohhhh and, Stefanik voted FOR
warrantless FISA - imagine that!?
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− ⚑> Starlord

3 days ago  edited
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 3  0

DeathMerchant  

Reply

− ⚑> Starlord

2 days ago

This ^^^^

 0  0

Humphrey  

Reply

− ⚑> Laura Gilles Lilovich

3 days ago

"Never talk about family business outside the family!"

 13  0

Laura Gilles Lilovich  

Reply

− ⚑> Humphrey

3 days ago

My family died during covid. Murder.

 1  0

Jayjay  

Reply

− ⚑> Laura Gilles Lilovich

3 days ago

Even Trump touted "Never show them your cards" but then he does campaigning
;(

 9  0

Timmy  

Reply

− ⚑> Jayjay

3 days ago

in 2016 and even 2020, Trump thought the "them" in that sentence were
foreign governments and terrorists.

now he KNOWS - it's 60% of our own government.
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Road Runner ⚑> Timmy
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Road Runner  

Reply

− ⚑> Timmy

3 days ago

Likely more like 90%

 11  0

RiverMarjory  

Reply

− ⚑> Road Runner

3 days ago

Make $44ooo USD Online The way people live is changing rapidly. Every
year we see more and more people participating in online businesses in
some capacity. 73.3 million Americans reported it last year, gq and that
number is expected to grow signi�cantly. Sensor.

Here… Rapidly37Way.blogspot.com/?/gq
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Ghillie Dhu  

Reply

− ⚑> Timmy

2 days ago

It is the Senior Executive Service now, Ivy League and not �reable.

 0  0

juliathemechanic  

Reply

− ⚑> Jayjay

3 days ago

Unfortunately, Trump is a narcissist and narcissists can’t help it. They
get high on the attention and get carried away, say too much. He seems
to mostly mean well, but that’s a serious detriment.
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itsy_bitsy  

Reply

− ⚑> juliathemechanic

2 days ago

Biden is the narcissist! Narcissist, liar, traitor, pedophile, etc..

 4  0

toughteri  

Reply

− ⚑> juliathemechanic

3 days ago

Well, maybe Trumps rallies are orchestrated to pump up his narcisism
and thereby bring him down. Just a thought.
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itsy_bitsy  

Reply

− ⚑> toughteri

2 days ago  edited

One of the dumbest comments ever! The left is so terri�ed of him that
they have set you trolls in high gear of late.

 5  0

panda  

Reply

− ⚑> toughteri

2 days ago

You are welcome to criticize him, however, in light of the trillion tons of
SHIT we have been placed under, I doubt highly that you criticizing
trump's deodorant (so to speak) is going to make the mountain of crap
smell any rosier... Good for you. You can express a negative criticism of
Trump. join the club butt boy. However, you are out of proportion with
your priorities my (possibly) undercover demonrat friend.
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Laura Gilles Lilovich  − ⚑> Jayjay

3 days ago
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But, Trump showed his cards, often.
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https://endtimes.
video/vatican-ii-new-religion/

The 2024 Eclipse passes over 7 US towns named Nineveh. God will
punish Americans for the destruction they caused the Catholic Church
in Nineveh, Iraq and the Middle East.

"In Iraq, two decades of back-to-back con�icts have left ancient
Christian communities that were once a vibrant and integral part of the
landscape scattered and in ruins. ...They date back to the �rst
centuries of the religion and include Chaldean, Syriac, Assyrian and
Armenian churches. ...The U.S. occupation and the chaotic years that
followed... A Chaldean Catholic archbishop was found dead in 2008
after being abducted by gunmen. Churches around the country were
bombed repeatedly by...militants, terrorizing the community and setting
off an exodus that continues to this day." ( https://apnews.
com/article/middle-east-islamic-state-group-saddam-hussein-baghdad-
iraq-296b5588995cf7be62b49619bf1a7bb6

"The �nal struggle: What remains of Christianity in Iraq �ve years after
the ISIS invasion? ...[NATO/ISIS] units razed and conquered the
Christian settlements of the Nineveh Plain, north of Mosul. Some
120,000 Christians had to �ee overnight. Many of them found refuge
around the Kurdish city of Erbil." https://acninternational.
org/the-�nal-struggle-what-remains-of-christianity-in-iraq-�ve-years-
after-the-isis-invasion/

"The traditionally Christian towns dotting the Nineveh Plains of the
north emptied out in 2014 as Christians...�ed... “It is almost as if we
have more churches than people,” Ashur Eskrya, president of Assyrian
Aid Society. ...the 2003 US-led invasion that plunged the country into
chaos". https://www.
christianitytoday.
com/news/2021/march/iraq-pope-francis-mosul-qaraqosh-church-
nineveh-plain-visit.
html
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panda  
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− ⚑> Laura Gilles Lilovich

2 days ago

...And so do you. F Off.

 0  0

Bill B.  

Reply

− ⚑> Laura Gilles Lilovich

3 days ago

You are not alone friend. Totally agree...don't tell the enemy what your going to
do..."Just Do It"
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